


Editor’s Message
とかくに人の世は住みにくい。
山路を登りながら、こう考えた。住みに
くさが高じると、安い所へ引き越したく
なる。とかくに人の世は住みにくい。情
に棹させば流される。
情に棹させば流される。意地を通せば
窮屈だ。情に棹させば流される。情に
棹させば流される。山路を登りながら、
こう考えた。

住みにくさが高じると、安い所へ引き越
したくなる。智に働けば角が立つ。意
地を通せば窮屈だ。とかくに人の世は
住みにくい。山路を登りながら、こう考
えた。とかくに人の世は住みにくい。意
地を通せば窮屈だ。住みにくさが高じる
と、安い所へ引き越したくなる。どこへ
越し
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AVN terminology?

u/Greywarden194  Broken Bird Syndrome

You can search the visual novel database for all the terms under the 
tags and traits search bar. They have everything. Relying on people 
explaining sometimes give you different meanings.

u/Bikooo2
Netorare (NTR):

• Netorare (NTR) refers to a genre or narrative theme where 
a protagonist’s romantic partner is seduced, stolen, or 
taken away by another character.

• NTR often involves emotional betrayal and can evoke 
intense emotions such as jealousy, heartbreak, and 
anguish.

Netorase:
• Netorase represents a variation of NTR that involves 

consensual involvement or approval from the 
protagonist’s romantic partner.

• In Netorase scenarios, the partner may willingly engage in 
romantic or sexual activities with another character with 
the protagonist’s knowledge and consent.

Netori:
• Netori revolves around a protagonist actively pursuing or 

seducing the romantic partner of another character.
• In Netori storylines, the protagonist becomes the one who 

steals or seduces someone else’s partner.

u/CarbonScythe0  Sucker for wholesomeness

NTR is basically cheating but like you mention in another comment 
there are multiple types and this is not my prefered genre but I believe 
it is about who is aware of what’s going in.

Partner1 finding partner2 cheating on them *is a must* if I understand 
it correctly. If they weren’t aware of it previously and just found out 
and doesn’t say anything. They usually don’t say anything because 
they are spineless and gets off in an unhealthy way about it. If they 
know about it then they pretty much get off at what a slut partner2 
is. That’s one type of NTR. 

If Partner2 knows that partner1 knows that they’re cheating, that’s 
another type of NTR. Partner2 usually gets off even harder knowing 
that partner1 is watching them cheat.

Outsider is the one partner2 is cheating with and if they know that 
partner1 is watching then they get off being superior to partner1, kind 
of like an Alpha male bragging about getting your woman. I would 
also say that rape is more common in this type of NTR.

I could be absolutely wrong on this but that is my understanding of 
NTR and it also makes sense that there is such a vocal crowd about 
hating this genre. Someone has to suffer for it to be NTR I think...

u/Remarkable_Employer6
Contributor

Discussion

New to the scene, hoping someone could explain 
some AVN phrases/terminology, for example: 
NTR? Noir? Harem (in avn terms at least)? 
Tsundere? these are a few I can think of currently 
and google wasn’t much help. 

智に働けば角が立つ。とかくに人の世は住みにくい。山路を登りながら、
こう考えた。智に働けば角が立つ。とかくに人の世は住みにくい。住みに
くさが高じると、安い所へ引き意地を通せば窮屈だ。住みにくさが高じ
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Bella’s route (Being a DIK) is an example of Netori  This is how a tsundere character shows her affection lol (Bella x Nika, Summer’s Gone)

Although
it’s not 

official,
Many 

considered
Eternum
a harem 

AVN. 

Tsundere is japanese anime thing as mentioned. Basically LI is in love 
with MC but refuses to admit and acknowledge this, to themselves 
and those around them and get’s very abusive in their language 
about MC.
Noir is an old timey term that means old and gritty, usually black and 
white detective movies. I have never heard of this type of AVN so if 
you have any suggestions then I would love to hear it.

Harem, getting all or as many as possible of the LIs in one and the 
same run. It’s usually considered harem whether or not the different 
LIs are aware of it or not.

Another one, if someone is called “landlord” that means mother and 
“roommate” means sibling, this is because Patreon don’t like incest.

u/KnightOfArsford
Noir = genre that emerged in the 1940s and 50s and usually about 
crime mysteries/drama, often depicted in black and white (even in 
modern times).

Tsundere is one of the “dere types” (look that up and you’ll see tons of 
articles about it), which originated from japanese anime/manga. A 
tsundere is basically a character who starts off cold and hostile, but 
gradually warms up to the MC over time.

Harem is as exactly as it says. LIs? Gotta catch ‘em all. (Oh, and LI 
stands for Love Interest, btw).

u/Dessolos  I play for the story

When it comes to NTR I personally find it easier to call alot things 
NTR even if they arent NTR as NTR because how loud people are 
about it.  So hotwife , sharing, swinging, LI cheating, but really only 
the cheating could be considered NTR. But the NTR are so loud if 
someone gets with a LI off screen even if they arent a LI or a LI is with 
another guy before you start their path people will scream NTR.

Tsundere = im not the best of remembering  this one I know it’s 
common in anime. I think it’s when a LI actually like a LI but won’t 
admit it and usually is cold or mean to the MC / the person they like.

Harem in terms of AVN’s I think is 3 or more LI now it’s debatable if it’s 
considered a harem game or not to some people if they need to know 
about one another or you can just go around sleeping with everyone 
without consequence. For me I consider it a manwhore game if they 
are unaware.
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THE
DELUCA FAMILY

V N  M O D E  I S  O U T  N O W !

The DeLuca Family just 

launched on steam. Which 

means VN Mode is out now 

and just tested it myself to 

confirm.  So for those that hate 

sandbox or minigames it’s a 

good time to try this game.

u/Dessolos
Contributor
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Rank your Top 10 
favorite AVNs

My Top 10 are:
1. Being A DIK
2. Artemis
3. Leap of Faith
4. College Kings
5. Become A RockStar
6. Fresh Women
7. Monster College
8. Summer’s Gone
9. Come Home
10. Summer Heat

What about you?

u/Whiskeyrich  I play for the story

1: Chasing Sunsets
2: BadiK
3: Artemis
4: Leap of Faith
5: Bare Witness 
6: Leaving DNA (would be higher if more 
completed)
7: City of Broken Dreamers. 

8: Projekt Passion
9: Strangers on Paper
10: Still waiting on something to be good 
enough. All the rest are too juvenile or just fap 
fests.

u/Feelinglikepeeling
1. The Seven Realms - hooked me right the 
fuck in with a good ol vampire fantasy story 
with good characters, a strong story and the 
best renders and lewd scenes of any AVN I’ve 
read.
2. Desert Stalker - 2nd best for lewds, fun 
sandbox, great renders and animations, legit 
woke me up my Daddy Dom self, which has 
been appreciated.
3. BaD - this one kind of speaks for itself
4. Leap of Faith - the AVN I’ll only read once. 
Once it got to THAT part, I didn’t even give 
a shit about the LIs and the lewds anymore; 
I just cried and kept reading and hoped for 
something happy. 
5. City of Broken Dreamers - I’m a sucker for 
a hard boiled cyberpunk technoir that also 
happens to have great characters, a strong 
story and quality rendering/animations
6. ARTEMIS - I’ll get to the other one in a sec.

7. Eternum - This is the other one. Both are 
top tier as far as quality and good slow-
burn storytelling. I prefer ARTEMIS because, 
frankly, the I’m not as big of a fan of Honey 
Select as many others are. I also prefer 
playing games as an adult rather than a 
barely post-pubescent boy. 
8. Projekt Passion - MASS EFFECT as a porn. 
Do you NEED more of an explanation?
9. STWA: The Unbroken - This one is all story, 
characters and quality drama. Other than 
LoF, this is the one that’s closest to feeling 
real. 
10. Chasing Sunsets - It’s the only fauxcest 
game that really works.

u/Exterant  Ass Man

1. Being a DIK - I’m in love with Maya & Josy 
so... yeah.
2. Eternum - Great visuals, fantastic story, 
and awesome locations!
3. Leap of Faith - You already know why...
4. Once in a Lifetime - Took a little bit for me 
to get into it but after I did, it was all up from 
there.

Discussion

Hi Guys..
Let’s play Rank your Top 10 favorite AVNs
it’s fun and it could also works as a recommendation to 
others who are looking for fun AVNs to play but struggling 
with what’s good out there.

u/Sam_Collins2
Contributor
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5. Chasing Sunsets - One of the more grounded 
and realistic AVNs out there. Jaye and MC’s 
bond is amazingly written.
6. Race of Life - Allison.
7. Strangers on Paper - I know, it only has one 
update so far but damn, I’m still hooked.
8. Projekt: Passion - Fun sci-fi shit, Ashe is the 
one.
9. Acting Lessons - First AVN ever. Came for 
the fap, stayed for the cry.
10. Out of Touch! - Insanely long with mass 
amounts of dopamine.

u/giggling_raven  I play for the story

1. Eternum - My very first AVN and what got 
me into the genre and the overall quality is 
simply top tier. Story, characters, writing are all 
amazing.
2. Being a Dik - Didn’t quite like it at the first 
but came back later and it’s now one of my 
favorite AVNs. The plot isn’t amazing, but the 
characters alone elevate this AVN to one of the 
best out there.
3. Summer’s Gone - I don’t there’s a single AVN 
that can match Ocean’s renders. The story is 
pretty good as well and the MC, even though 
edgy af, is quite cool.
4. Leap of Faith - Cece’s story legit had me 
tearing up, which is the only time I’ve actually 

cried a bit playing an AVN.
5. Stray Incubus - The first 4 chapters are 
above average but everything from then on is 
just amazing. The ninja “academy” setting is 
pretty cool and the MC is one of the best imo.
6. Realm Invader - Still very early in 
development but the story got me totally 
hooked from the very beginning. I also 
absolutely love modern fantasy settings.
7. Fates Collide - Simple and generally 
lighthearted college story so far but the 
characters are so good. Raiko is one of the 
most adorable LIs I’ve ever seen.
8. Pale Carnations - Absolutely hated it at first 
and dropped it twice due to the heavy theme, 
but after the first week the story becomes 
really incredibly good. Hana and Mina are two 
of my favorite LIs from any game.
9. Lycoris Radiata - Could totally be an anime. 
Pretty good story and characters so far, but 
some girls make me angry sometimes, typical 
of anime girls tbh.
10. Astral Lust - Very good story and my 
favorite post-apocalyptic one, with a mix of 
eldritch horror. Maybe rip since the dev has 
been away for a long time, which is a shame.
11. Stormside - An extra one since Astral Lust is 
probably rip; Nice story with some really good 
characters and an atypical school-setting. The 
comedy is also right up my alley.

u/Rich_Illustrator7682
1. Leap of faith (forever in my #1 since it 
was my catalyst into my AVN journey) 
2. Eternum
3. Summers Gone
4. Being a DIK (these 3 fluctuates in rank 
for me)
5. Artemis
6. Desert Stalker
7. Bare Witness
8. Chasing Sunsets
9. Fresh Women
10. STWA: Unbroken/Author

It’s really hard for me to rank my all time 
favorites, but these games in particular 
make me want to play them again and 
again. Especially true for the first 5

u/Dessolos I play for the story

Not my actual top 10 but it’s close 
everything is only off by 1 spot. 

1. The Neverwhere Tales
2. Hillside
3. Nephilim
4. The Seven Realms
5. Race of Life
6. Summers Gone
7. The Deluca Family
8. Between Two Worlds
9. Eternum
10. Isabella - Chasing Shadows

I have a few honorable mentions as they 
are just as good for me personally  and just 
barley dont make the list
* Yesterday’s Crossroads
* Fates Collide
* Elite Garden
* Broken Promises
* Being a DikCece, Leap of Faith

Melissa, Acting Lessons
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u/sirobelec
1. Leaving DNA - the biggest breath of fresh air. Adult visual novel 
with actual adults behaving like adults, great characters, good story, 
good pacing, and incredible dialogue and character moments most 
of all. 
2. Summer’s gone - probably the highest quality visuals I’ve seen in an 
AVN, an unorthodox MC, good story and writing, and one of the best 
“raging bitch” LIs I’ve encountered. 
3. Unraveling August - the AVN equivalent of “if System of a Down 
married Mastodon, then divorced, then hatefucked after the divorce 
and a child was born out of it”. It can go from incredibly fucked up 
humorous to deeply introspective and profound to horror to gentle 
and back to hilarious in the span of 5 minutes, WITHOUT feeling 
jarring. As of this moment it has three episodes and you can breeze 
through them very quickly, but the potential is INCREDIBLY high.
4. The Unbroken - like Leaving DNA, adult characters behaving like 
adults, with overall great story, characters and visuals.
5. Being a DIK - I placed it here because of recency bias, played the 
shit out of it a month ago, and only after that I started playing all 
other AVNs on this list. 

6. Pale Carnations - this one made me incredibly uncomfortable 
playing the first time around, but exceptional care has been given to 
the depth of the characters, including girls I initially wrote off as “just 
wholesome” or “just a bimbo”, there’s so much more to every one of 
them, and the game explores that depth to my utmost delight. Also 
the music is awesome.
7. Eternum - whereas before AVNs taught me that choices have 
consequences and being realistic, this AVN boldly takes off in the 
exact opposite direction, not being afraid at all to implement silliness, 
horror, wholesome moments, humor, and plain old fun, and doesn’t 
care for being realistic at all as much as being exactly that - fun 
and engaging. Oh, and where other AVNs treat relationships more 
realistically, this is the first harem game I’ve played as it actively 
*encourages* you to go after all the girls. And while overall it’s meant 
to be fun, I found that the characters aren’t shallow either, great 
moments throughout. 
8. Ripples - the game that made it impossible to listen to Pearl Jam 
the same way ever again. Interesting and engaging story, SO MANY 
great girls and interactions with them, and also bangers in the 
soundtrack. 

9. Artemis - I’m a sucker for wholesome stuff 
and this game provides plenty of it.
10. Corporate Culture - another AVN that 
feels adult, a journey of a confused lad back 
to being alive. As of writing this post, low 
amount of lewd content, but that doesn’t 
make the game any less interesting, it’s a 
slow burn introspective journey.
Honorable mentions:

Leap of Faith. At this point we can probably 
classify it as a classic.
Our Red String - different art style, as it is 
drawn comics style rather than being 3D, 
with a GIGATON of branching, and very 
impactful choices AND consequences. Also 
differs from everything else on this list by 
having you play with two protagonists, 
male and female. And you can play them 

any way you like, you can make em fall in 
love and have eyes for no one else but each 
other, or you can make them act like filthy 
hoes and wreck the relationships of everyone 
else around them, or build relationships with 
other characters instead. Playing as the 
female protagonist depending on choices 
can be incredibly disturbing at times, and I’d 
recommend playing it anyway.

How did I achieve this body? 
Five times a day, King. 

Five times a day.
With both hands.

”“

Dwayne “TheRockford” Johnson, Leaving DNA MC

Left to Right: Mora from Bare Witness, Kana from STWA–Unbroken, Kaylee from Projekt Passion
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Mallory, Chasing Sunsets

Chasing Sunsets - I’ll come out and just say it, Jaye.
Bare Witness - I’ll just recommend it, dialogues and characters are 
pretty damn good, if somewhat not exactly realistic, the story also 
seems good despite the fact it takes a back seat for most of the time, 
focusing instead on building relationships with the various girls. 
Also... probably the highest amount of lewds I’ve encountered in an 
AVN. :D

u/Shot-Usual4535  I get hard for Tsunderes

Nr1 -Being a Dik - top for branching and characters
Nr2 - Desert Stalker - great visuals in a Mad Max-esque universe with 
a legit Harem of gorgeous beauties
Nr3 - Pale Carnations - THE Honey Select game top game, not for 
snowflakes, top notch LIs in a dark story
Nr4 - STWA:Unbroken - a great story in a MMA setting with great 
depth and fantastic LIs
Nr5 - Companion of Darkness - a great fantasy scifi game with above 
average renders but top notch story and very lovable LIs
Nr6 - Lycoris Radiata - stellar good HS2 renders, great story great 
MC, great humour, veeeery lovable LIs
Nr7 - New Horizon - stellar HS2 renders, great scifi dystopian story, 
drool worthy LIs, only 2 chapters but already very very promising 
Nr8- Ripples - top of the top HS1 renders, great scifi stories, impossibly 
good LIs
Nr9 - Summer’s Gone - the story is very quirky,  but the LIs will have 
your eyes pop off your skull, romancing them is just great
Nr10 - Harem Hotel - probably the BEST sandbox game out there, 

together with Photo Hunt. Both have hours and hours of enjoyable 
content, lewds, and amazing LIs
There are more games I’d recommend, you can find my 
Recommmended List post on my profile.

u/FarUse2339
The ordering changes frequently depending on my mood and what 
I’ve played recently.
1. Our Red String
1. STWA: The Unbroken
1. Being a DIK
1. Chasing Sunsets
1. City of Broken Dreamers
1. Pale Carnations
1. Artemis
1. Race of Life
1. Ripples
1. Nephilim

Honorable mentions to The Seven Realms, Eternum, and Bare Witness 
for narrowly missing the Top 10 today... 
Also worth mentioning that I’m super wary about the plot direction/
pacing and character consistency of Summer’s Gone and Where it all 
Began but they’re still near the top of my “I really want to know what 
happens next” list and that counts for a whole lot.  They’re also the 
most visually stunning AVNs that I’ve tried, bar none.
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Good story with a lot of world 

building. It isn’t the best hidden 

gem out there (Unraveling Au-

gust) but it does feature a cameo 

from that one. The usual AVN 

stereotypes aren’t followed much 

either. This may be a bad thing for 

some but I liked it.

As far as the premise - yes it is the 

usual ‘guy gets new powers’ plot. 

The lewd scenes aren’t Eternum or 

BaDIK but it isn’t the worst. 

Not sure I’m selling this well or 

hitting the right points but I defi-

nitely suggest checking it out.

Companions of Darkness
- Great Hidden Gem

u/Thermel
Contributor
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LEAVING DNA
T H E  P L O T  T I TA N  O F  AV N S

u/Tak_Mycket
Contributor

MY INTEREST IN *LEAVING DNA* STARTED AROUND A MONTH AGO WHEN 
SOMEONE WHO HAS A VERY GOOD TASTE IN AVNS RECOMMENDED IT TO ME. 
So when Impious Monk revealed the Steam Release was 
set to be released on the 7th of March I hopped onto 
Steam and wishlisted it. I had every intent of purchasing 
it on Steam on the 7th...

Alas fate had other ideas. I somehow found myself on 
his Patreon last night reading the ‘About’ section of his 
Patreon page. It was the best ‘About’ section I ever read. 

It was so good that I couldn’t stop myself... so I ditched 
the Steam plan and became a Patreon. Now 48 hours 
later, I sit here writing up this review... because let me tell 
you now, ***Leaving DNA*** is a masterpiece in story-
telling.

Game Review
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Music
In my reviews, I would normally 
jump into the gushing and then 
slowly make my way towards the 
constructive criticism. Today I’ve 
decided to switch my order around... 
so here is some constructive criticism 
for Impious Monk.

When there is music, it slots 
seamlessly into the plot and always 
manages to enhance the experience. 
I want to specifically highlight 
the music used during the end of 
Chapter 2... and towards the end of 
Chapter 3 where the MC is figuring 
everything out. Those scenes I 
consider some of the best scenes in 
any AVN... and a major aspect of this 
is the brilliant use of music.

However, the music is not always on. 
For the less important scenes there 

is none... and I believe it would be 
much better if you included music 
for these “lesser” (I hesitate to use 
that word to describe those scenes 
but it’s the best I could conjure) 
scenes. Something I will say is part of 
what engaged me in LDNA was the 
contrast between the silent scenes 
and the scenes with music. When 
the music started it built anticipation 
that something important was about 
to happen - and I loved that aspect 
of it.

So if I were in your (Impious Monk’s) 
shoes, then I would add a few quiet 
ambient tracks into the background 
for these lesser scenes. I favour 
this solution, because it’ll keep the 
contrast between the  ‘lesser’ scenes 
and the more important scenes, but 
at the same time it still provides 
something for the audience to listen 

to. I understand very well that music 
is hard to come by as an AVN dev, 
so there are difficulties, but I would 
implore you to test my suggestion 
out. 

While having said all this... **you’re** 
the dev of LDNA... and it’s extremely 
clear that you do a fucking brilliant 
job at it. So do what you think is best.

Anyway - moving on!

Renders
They’re not Ocean standard... but 
they’re pretty darn good. They do 
a wonderful job of conveying to the 
audience what they’re supposed to 
know. I’m a massive fan of “show 
don’t tell” and LDNA is one of the few 
AVNs which manage to achieve this.

Writing
Once again, they aren’t at the top of the industry... 
however the writing is still of extremely high quality. 
Impious Monk (IM) doesn’t overwrite... and he does an 
extremely good job at letting the renders do a lot of 
the storytelling which is an extremely underrated skill in 
itself. I also enjoy how IM is extremely conservative when 
it comes to utilising character’s thoughts. LDNA does 
a wonderful job at conveying emotions through either 
dialogue or renders which enhance the conversations 
and make them feel more realistic.

Another aspect I want to point out is the legal side of 
LDNA. Since the MC is a District Attorney, you would 
expect him to be engaging in legal cases and such. I am 
no legal expert myself, and my limited understanding of 
the US Court System mainly comes from watching the 
first season of *Suits*. However, I found the dialogue in 
the court room was natural... and sounded as if it were a 
conversation fit for the court room.
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Love Interests
LDNA features 4 LIs... all of whom seem to be extremely appealing in all aspects (personality, character development 
and appearance wise). I’m not going to delve deeper into each of them... but what I will say is they all felt like adults 
as they each had their own backstory, fears, vulnerabilities and aspirations. My favourite as of now is Emmeline, but 
the other 3 are right behind her, and honestly I wouldn’t be surprised if I had 4 different playthroughs for LDNA by the 
time it’s completed (and that comes from someone who isn’t a massive fan of multiple playthroughs).

Lewd Content
It is a question in the back of everyone’s minds when 
discussing AVNs. As of now, there is a “lack” of lewd content 
(there is lewd content, but only a small amount). I surrounded 
‘lack’ with quotation marks as lack normally has a negative 
connotations. I find the pacing of the LIs to be rather great 
at the moment and if lewd content was thrown in there then 
LDNA wouldn’t be as great.

One aspect LDNA doesn’t have is Side Girls, which are 
normally characters which provide early lewd content. 
Whether or not that is an issue depends on your preferences... 
but honestly when an AVN has a plot as great as LDNA then 
the amount of lewd content rarely matters.

Main Character
Compelling and brilliant. He’s not perfect in the sense he’s the 
perfect human. Instead, he’s a perfect character. He has lots of 
talents... he’s handsome, intelligent and kind... yet he has some 
serious flaws and throughout the journey we start seeing him 
improve himself. He’s a compelling MC that you can route for 
and does a brilliant job at playing the lead role.
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Plot
Now that’s all out of the way... time for the gushing. The 
title of the post states that LDNA is the plot titan of AVNs 
- or in other words LDNA has the best plot ever seen in 
an AVN. The whole entire time LDNA had me thoroughly 
engaged and I couldn’t seem to put it down. Even the 
side-plot, such as Jamie’s case had me intrigued and 
there was never a dull moment in LDNA.

And the cliffhangers... don’t get me started on the 
cliffhangers. I have my tinfoil hat on at the moment, and 
there’s a whole bunch of LDNA theories currently sloshing 

around in my brain... Alas this is a review, and not a 
theory discussion, so I’m bound to remain spoiler free. 
The plot was constantly keeping me on my toes... and the 
quality of the foreshadowing is astonishing. It’s perfect in 
the sense that it gives you little hints as you progress so 
plot twists do not come out of the blue, yet it’s not super 
obvious foreshadowing that ruins the element of surprise.

If you enjoy plot-driven AVNs then I’d definitely play 
LDNA... as it has the best plot in any AVN.

Pacing
Pacing is a subsection of plot - but I want to highlight 
this point which is why it gets it’s own section. 

Many AVNs struggle with pacing. More commonly than 
not, AVNs with a plot struggle to advance both the plot 
and the character development at decent rates. In the 
vast majority of cases either the plot or the character 
development plays second fiddle to the other and 
develops at an extremely slow pace, or even worse, 
happens in a heartbeat. I am proud to announce LDNA is 
not part of that majority.

The pacing of the plot and the character development 
works in tandem brilliantly and both aspects advance 
along nicely as LDNA progresses.

Content Length
I would estimate it took me around 6-7 hours of playtime 
to get through LDNA in total. I did binge it so I did lose 
track of time, so you’ll have to pardon me if I completely 
butchered my estimate.

Conclusion
If you don’t play AVNs for the sole reason of fapping then 
definitely play LDNA. It’s plot is next level while the LIs, 
renders, music and writing is of all high quality.
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   Version: Episode 3
      Release Date: 02-28-2024

Assistant District Attorney Rockford is 
an idealistic, well-respected prosecutor 
dedicated to the principles of the 
American criminal justice system.  But 
while enjoying tremendous professional 
success, the thing he wants more than 
anything has always been just out of his 
reach--a family.  His mother died when 
he was very young and he never met 
his father, an elite special forces soldier.  
And his romantic entanglements, though 
plentiful, have always ended with his 
partner frustrated by his paradoxical 
aversion to intimacy.

LEAVING DNA
IMPIOUS MONK

Le boner grandéur

FREE
ADVERTISING
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https://www.patreon.com/posts/leaving-dna-for-99295809


   Version: Chapter 3
      Release Date: 03-02-2024

While a war rages in a foreign country, the mob 
rule the streets of Rackham City. Your journey 
starts shortly after you return from serving your 
country in the jungles of southeast Asia. The war 
has interrupted your promising boxing career. Due 
to an injury sustained during combat, the dream of 
becoming a world championship boxer is crushed. 
Helped by your best friend, you reluctantly become 
a private investigator. During your first routine 
infidelity case, you accidentally stumble into 
something much bigger:

The Curse of the Pearl Necklace .

   Version: Chapter 1
      Release Date: 03-04-2024

Dilemma of Devotion embarks you, the 
protagonist, on a journey. To the outside world, 
You seem to be the ideal guy anyone would 
like to be, but within yourself, you are shunned 
by the fact of the losses and hardships gone 
through, Which includes losing people very 
important to yourself. You now rest at the 
crossroads of wrestling with the decision to 
either stay loyal to the memories of your past 
love, Kiara... Or to open up to new connections 
and find love again. If both of these fail, the 
paths may lead to the tempting side of the 
world which involves indulgence, fun, and 
corruption. 

DILEMMA OF DEVOTION
PULSE HAVEN STUDIOS

PECKER PI
MRPOCKETROCKET

CHECK OUT
THESE GAMES
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https://www.patreon.com/mrpocketrocket
https://www.patreon.com/posts/99658618


   Version: Episode 19
      Release Date: 03-02-2024

Camran is a young minor noble from the 
Sovereignty, a part of space dominated 
by humans. Erstwhile cadet of the Terran 
Naval Academy, Cam has been forced by 
circumstances to travel the galaxy, together with 
a band of friends, taking on menial jobs and 
occasionally smuggling some illicit cargo. As 
he involuntarily becomes part of sinister plans 
machinated by powerful intrigants, Camran’s life 
is changed forever… 

TALES FROM THE UNENDING VOID
PERVERTEER

   Version: 2.15.1
      Release Date: 03-01-2024

Our Home  tells the story of a young man who 
has lived his whole life in an orphanage. Knowing 
that his mother died in childbirth, and his father 
left even before he was born, when he reaches 
adulthood he leaves the orphanage so he can find 
the answers to all the questions surrounding his 
life.

OUR HOME
OLDHICCUP

FREE
ADVERTISING
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https://www.patreon.com/posts/99521150
https://www.patreon.com/oldhiccup


Le boner grandéur

   Version: 0.7 Act 1
      Release Date: 02-10-2024

This game follows the story of a 
government agent who uses his physical 
strength, combat skills, and intellect to 
fight crime and his charm to seduce 
beautiful women. 

The main story line will slowly develop in 
the currently planned 20 updates, with 
potential for 10 more. MC will engage 
in sexual relationships with different 
women, some focused on corruption and 
domination, while others will focus on 
seduction and romance.

AGENT HORNY
MRCREEPGAMES

CHECK OUT
THESE GAMES
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https://www.patreon.com/MrCreepGames
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